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INTRODUCTION
Rabih Hage 

Curator, Architect and Designer at Rabih Hage Ltd

It is my great pleasure to introduce the photographs of Andrea Hamilton. 
I can not claim to have ‘discovered’ her work, but it would be an honour 
to say that I have, so humour me if you can. When Andrea first casually 
presented her work to me, I was stunned to learn that she had never 
exhibited formally before, which makes this publication and exhibition 
all the more special. I was taken aback by the beauty and expression of 
her work and feel it is my duty to share it with a wider audience.

Andrea’s talent as a photographer has many dimensions: she takes 
fantastic portraits, and her landscape series are particularly stunning. 
However, when it comes to selecting the works for this exhibition, the 
choice was clear: her exceptional water and ice series as seen in Tidal 
Resonance and Luminous Icescapes.

The photographs in these two series are excellent examples of what this 
great, unknown artist is capable of producing. Andrea has a wonderful 
ability to capture the ephemeral nature of things, transforming a moment 
into a sculpture, as we see in Tidal Resonance. In Luminous Icescapes, 
the scenes can be mistaken for organized land art, but in reality Andrea 
has captured the pure and ordered randomness of nature. Between 
these two series, we are presented with the diverse incarnations of the 
most fundamental of all elements – water – and the bipolarity of its 
states. The resulting works induce calm and serenity with a mixture  
of emotions that one continues to discover with each viewing.

The works presented here only begin to scratch the surface of Andrea’s 
oeuvre. You are well advised to watch this space. She has a great career 
ahead, and it is an honour to support with my humble contribution 
this worthwhile project showcasing Andrea’s virtuosity.
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ObjECTIvE ALLUSIONS AND SUbjECTIvE REALITIES 
PLACE IN THE WORk Of ANDREA HAMILTON

Anthony Downey
Director of the Master’s Programme in Contemporary Art at Sotheby’s Institute of Art London

and Editor-in-Chief of Ibraaz

‘The breaking of a wave cannot explain the whole sea.’
Vladimir Nabakov
 

 

The sea is a vast, ultimately unknowable entity. Its surface, rather 
than inviting revelation, often acts as a further boundary to its 
unfathomable depths. For Herman Melville, who, as a sailor, 
traversed the world’s oceans from 1839 to 1844, the sea was an augur 
of a ‘hidden soul’ beneath ‘sweet mystery’. Likewise, for Joseph 
Conrad, who had a 19-year career as a sailor, the ‘sea never changes 
and its works, for all the talk of men, are wrapped in mystery’. This 
provocative unknowability has inspired much by way of literature 
and visual representation, with one of the key works of 19th century 
photography, The Great Wave, Sète, produced by Gustave Le Gray in 
1857, becoming a seminal image in the development of photographic 
technique and history. Considered by many to be the most important 
French photographer of the 19th century, Le Gray produced an entire 
series of seascapes, of which The Great Wave, Sète remains the most 
famous. Looking at it now, it appears disconcertingly brooding and 
crepuscular, as if photographed at night. The motion of the waves also 
appears ethereal against an almost too bright sunlight. But the 
intention is there: Le Gray has given us an image of a wave in full 
motion, about to collapse in on itself and resume another course.

To freeze a wave in a period when such images needed exposure 
times measured in seconds was quite a feat, and Le Gray’s works are 
still held aloft today as heralding a new age of technical achievement 
in photography. The image, however, is a composite, which opens  
up a number of further conundrums in this work. Le Gray used two 
negatives to produce this image, complementing the sea with a 
skyscape from another negative. In adapting this approach, he  
set up an ongoing creative tension in photography: the composite,  
artful image, being a subjective rather than objective form of 

representation, reveals how the eye sees nature, not a camera.  
There is clearly something of the sea’s unknowability, alongside a 
clear ambition to give a subjective, personalised view of the sea, in 
Andrea Hamilton’s seascapes. There is also, as there was in Le Gray’s 
work, an attempt to freeze or arrest an image that gives rise to an 
uncanny air of both subjective observation – Hamilton chose the 
place, timing, and setting for the images we see before us – and 
objective realism. Hamilton’s photographs are, after all, verifiable 
images of waves. And yet something else is happening here. If we 
consider the uncanny as an image or event that requires us to 
rethink how we look at or understand something, there is a sense 
that Hamilton’s petrified waves reveal both an emerging, nascent 
formation – the wave – alongside a highly personalised historical 
document of that wave’s passing. Time past and future collide  
here to generate a specific account of a transient event that alerts  
us to the sea beyond, in all its speculative unknowability. The 
breaking of a wave, as Nabakov wryly noted, cannot explain the 
whole sea, and Hamilton’s photographs would appear to revel in  
this knowledge.

One of the seminal ironies of photography’s emergence is that it was 
initially considered a threat to the historical claim of verisimilitude 
implicit in painting. Painters depicted the world and painting was  
a window onto it. With the advent of photography from the early 
1830s onwards, this historical claim was under threat inasmuch as 
photography gave an apparently more objective image of the world. 
Rather than see this in defeatist terms, artists took it as their cue  
to stop trying to paint objectively and mannerist realism gave way  
to impressionism, with some artists, Degas and Manet included, 
making copious use of photographs to develop the radical nature  
of their work. Hamilton’s images also straddle this reciprocal 
interconnectedness: on one level they are photographs, obviously, 
but on another they aspire to a painterly quality; they are objective 
images and, yet, entirely subjective in their focus. Photography  
here, in a reversal of historical fortunes, aspires to the condition of 
painting and yet presents itself as a precarious record of an actual, 
albeit transient if not fugitive, moment in time. 
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There are other contexts to be considered here, too numerous  
to recount in full, that would include mention of the legacy of 
conceptualism as a key element in these works. Hamilton’s 
photographs not only display a degree of compulsion (they are  
shot from the same location over a period of a year), they are also  
a rational, almost scientific, take on the romantic appeal associated 
with the sea. Looking at them as a complete series recalls Sol LeWitt’s 
Sunrise and Sunset at Praiano, 1980, in which the artist methodically 
photographed the sea and sky over the Tyrrhenian sea, off Praiano, 
on the Amalfi coast. Again, this compulsion to photograph and 
capture a moment resonates with the inclination to reveal and yet 
occlude the reality of the sea at one and the same moment, a feature 
of Hamilton’s work that produces a productive tension throughout 
this series. This ‘freezing’ of time, the suspension of a moment, also 
lies at the heart of Hiroshi Sugimoto’s seascape series, produced 
from the 1980s onwards. Utilising an old-fashioned, large-format 
camera, Sugimoto would make exposures of varying duration until 
all we are left with is a horizon line of light and dark regardless of 
where the image was taken. 

How do you freeze a moment that is already frozen? In Hamilton’s 
seascapes, movement is everything. In her icescapes, however, we 
see a primordial frozen, almost fossilized, landscape that is frozen 
yet again in a photographic image. And yet another anxiety emerges 
here: the ice floes and icebergs we see before us are in a process of 
dissipation, melting in an unrelentingly warming sea. Again, Hamilton, 
like Le Gray and others before her, has revealed something of nature 
through the camera lens, focusing our attention not on the stillness 
of these images but the underlying movement. Historical precedents 
abound here, and we could observe Caspar David Friedrich’s take  
on the sublime in paintings such as The Monk by the Sea, 1810, and the 
monumental fractured icescapes of The Sea of Ice, 1823-24. There  
is nevertheless a further ecological, if not practical, element to 
Hamilton’s icescapes that attenuates the allusive nature of Friedrich’s 
paintings: every attempt to represent this frozen landscape is yet 
another poignant record of its passing. 

At the outset, we noted that Hamilton’s systematic, compulsive attempt 
to freeze the waves in her seascapes, renders them all the more 
metaphysically allusive, subjective, and painterly. In representing 
the frozen Arctic tundra of Iceland, we also see movement, but of  
a particularly insidious kind, the sort that could herald the rising  
of sea levels worldwide and a series of environmental catastrophes.  
The sea, to gloss Melville, may be indeed a sweet mystery, but it may 
also reveal its mutinous depths to us in the foreseeable future and, 
eventually, encroach and submerge the very landscapes we see in 
these images. 

 

 

The close observation of landscape has since time immemorial 
provided philosophers, poets and artists with a subject through 
which to meditate upon the relationship of humanity to the world  
it inhabits. In the vastness of nature men and women have long 
sought what Wordsworth termed the ‘tranquillity’ necessary to 
‘recollect emotions’ and thereby give coherent expression to the 
‘spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings.’  1 Nature provides us  
with the measure against which to gauge the consciousness of our 
feelings towards ourselves and others, the scale onto which we  
pitch the notes of our fleeting existence. 

The primary aspect of nature’s immensity is its apparent timelessness. 
When, in ‘Dover Beach’, Matthew Arnold perceives the ‘eternal note 
of sadness’ in the mantra of the English Channel’s returning tide and 
speculates that ‘Sophocles long ago / Heard it on the Ægean’ 2,  he 
establishes a link across time and cultures through the contemplation 
of the sea. That transcendence of time and place is evident, too, in 
the near abstract seascape photographs collected together in Andrea 
Hamilton’s Water Works. Nature is presented to us here as that which 
endures, a tie to the past and the future. 

Our ancient understanding of nature as constant and, though cyclical 
in tides and seasons, unvarying has in the past thirty years been 
undermined by our recognition of the havoc that human industry 
has wrought upon the climate. The apparently ageless Romanticism 
of these awe-inspiring photographs, then, is tempered by our 
contemporary awareness that the sea, though to the eye unchanging 

over the course of centuries, is shifting as a consequence of man-
made climate change. Sea levels are rising to threaten settlements 
occupied by millions of people across the world and images of an 
unsettled ocean remind us that, even in these days of remarkable 
technological development, nature retains the capacity to destroy. 

The frightening, ungovernable power of the ocean and the composed 
security of ice provides this exhibition with an aesthetic tension  
that reflects the Kantian distinction between the beautiful and the 
sublime. The former quality is in Kant’s formulation ‘connected  
with the form of the object’ 3, and therefore perceptible only in that 
which is coherently and intelligibly organised (and thus reassuring). 
The closely and predictably patterned perfection of ice formations 
corresponds ideally to that criterion. The sea, by contrast, is characterised 
by its boundlessness, and inspires in us the awareness of a force  
both indifferent to humanity and capable of overpowering it. In the 
combination of pleasure and fear this spectacle excites can be found 
the fullest experience of the sublime. 

Furthermore, the juxtaposition of these portraits of the Atlantic 
Ocean against photographs of ice formations in Alaska and Iceland 
establishes a neat allegory for the processes that threaten the world 
in which we live. The serene prettiness of light refracted through ice 
gives way to walls of water advancing upon the shore, the austerity 
of the images’ composition (the plane typically divided into three 
sections by the dividing lines of wave and horizon) a reflection of  
the inhumane power at work. 

Narrative allusions to the state of our planet are nonetheless 
secondary in these extraordinary photographs to Hamilton’s ability 
to capture the tension, splendour and drama of water in its natural 
states. The dynamic, climactic composition of these breaking seas, 
with their deep colours and richly textured passages, counterpoints 
the icescapes’ economy of light and line. In combination, these 

STRANGE SEAS
Ben Eastham

Founder and Editor of The White Review
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elemental images suggest movement and stillness, noise against 
silence, delight cut with fear. 

The effect is in some cases redolent of Turner’s turbulent seas or 
Friedrich’s mist-obscured mountains in the sense that the human 
figure, and by extension the figurative style, is dwarfed by a power 
that can only be expressed in prototypical abstraction. These images 
take that impulse further, with the absence of any fixed reference 
points making it difficult for the observer to triangulate scale (how 
different these photographs would feel if they contained a body, a 
ship, their taker’s cast shadow). We are set adrift into these extra-
terrestrial vistas, not knowing in some cases whether the jewels of 
ice that loom above us are boulders or pebbles, whether the waves 
that break are ripples or roar. 

The sense of self-abandonment is liberating, calling to mind Byron’s 
‘pleasure in the pathless woods […] rapture on the lonely shore.’  4 
That sensation we might equate to Wordsworth’s aforementioned 
tranquillity, the state of being he associates with poetic creation. By 
these means Andrea Hamilton’s extraordinary photographs remind 
us that, even and perhaps especially in this Anthropocene5 era, nature 
is the force against which humanity is defined. By observing it, by 
engaging with it, even by surrendering to it, we gain for ourselves  
a greater understanding of what it means to be alive in the world. 

1 William Wordsworth and Samuel Coleridge, Lyrical Ballads: With a Few Other Poems, 
London: Penguin Classics, 2006. 

2 Arnold Matthew, ‘Dover Beach’, New Poems, London: HardPress Publishing, 2013. 
3 Immanuel Kant, ‘Second Book: Analytic of the Sublime’, The Critique of Judgement, 
Oxford: OUP Oxford, 2008. 

4 Lord Byron, ‘Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage’, Canto 4. 
5 Eugene F. Stoermer identified the Anthropocene as the geological era in which we  
now live, defined by humanity’s influence upon the Earth’s ecosystems. The phrase, 
meaning ‘the new human era’, has recently become popular among ecologists eager  
to formally recognize the wide-ranging effects of agriculture, urbanization and 
industrialization upon nature. 
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Luminous Icescapes
 

 

A boulder of intense cobalt-turquoise sits in a landscape of dark 
glossy sand; to its right another boulder less vivid in its refracted 
colour; above them a low grey-violet sky; beyond a body of water. 
The myriad faceted surfaces of these crystalline structures along 
with their glowing luminescence lend them an uncanny, supernatural 
presence: beneath the sober sky they seem to emanate light, as if the 
icebergs – for that is what they are – rather than a distant sun had 
illuminated the scene. The dips, depressions and sparkling peaks of 
the boulders mirror the froth of the surf beyond, yet in their fragility 
– brittle and bright – they seem to be of a different element, a natural 
gem or the work of some perversely talented Bohemian glassmaker. 

The photographs of Andrea Hamilton’s Luminous Icescapes series 
possess a vitreous quality that goes beyond the inherent glassiness of 
ice, speaking of the alchemical nature of the frosty terrain she surveys. 
Here, in a study of light and of form, Hamilton has created images that 
are wet, reflective and faceted, that hover between representation and 
abstraction, between land and sea, and between solid and liquid. Sky, 
rock, shingle and earth fade into one another, a vista of desaturated 
greys punctuated by gleaming crystalline structures. Like glass, these 
images embody a simultaneous beauty, danger, and fragility. 

Like the medium of photography itself, ice has the ability to capture a 
moment in time, a wave suspended in its arcuate passage, ephemeral 
forms of froth and bubbles acquiring an apparent permanency. To 
capture a moment is also to transform it, to radically alter its material 
nature, and in this way, Luminous Icescapes is a body of work that 
not only contemplates unique, breathtakingly beautiful, frightening 
and alien landscapes, but also engages profoundly with photography 
as an artistic practice. 

In her seminal text On Photography Susan Sontag explores the 
notion of the photographic image as an emotive encounter: 

‘Photographs – especially those of people, of distant landscapes  
and faraway cities, of the vanished past – are incitements  
to reverie.’ 1 

This idea of artistic appreciation as reverie has antecedents in 
Romanticism and in the notion of the sublime, most notably developed 
and codified by Emmanuel Kant in his Critique of Judgement (Kritik 
der Urteilskraft)2 of 1790. The work of nineteenth century artists 
including Constable, Turner and Caspar David Friedrich, which 
emphasised the wildness and beauty of nature, was at least in part  
a reaction to the encroaching industrialisation and urbanisation of 
Europe, that is, a reaction to the loss of wilderness. And for Sontag, 
writing in the 1970s, this sense of the fugitive, of the continual upheaval 
and flux of late modernity, and perhaps most significantly of loss, is 
felt even more strongly: 

‘The beautiful subject can be the object of rueful feelings, because  
it has aged or decayed or no longer exists.’ 3 

In this way, the conscious application of beauty and of its emotive 
power can be considered a critical act. Hamilton’s work gestures  
to light, surface and reflection but also to depth. Notions of 
preciousness permeate the images of Luminous Icescapes in  
which ice is transfigured into jewels and cut crystal, but we are  
also aware that these icy structures exist beyond their photographic 
representations. For all their monumentality they are vulnerable  
and contingent, caught in a moment of melting, fracturing, 
depleting, returning to the ocean perhaps to be reborn. By 
emphasising the luminescence and miraculousness of the ice, 
alongside its fragility, Hamilton speaks of contemporary anxieties 
surrounding our changing natural world: how much do we value  
the frozen environments that bore these sparkling, unownable, 
impermanent jewels that she describes as ‘the Arctic’s solitaire 
diamonds’?

THE fUGITIvE AND ETERNAL
Jay McCauley Bowstead

Royal College of Art, M.A. in Critical Writing
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experience mediated by popular images: on a July holiday in Paris  
a friend and I went down to the right-bank of the Seine, where a 
temporary bandstand had been set up and musicians were playing. 
The sun began to set behind the Île de la Cité, turquoise, cyan and 
magenta, Notre Dame was bathed in a vivid pink, the sky was ablaze: 
‘It’s like a cheap postcard’ we said, but it was still wonderful, all the 
cynicism in the world could not have prevented it from being so.

 
The fugitive and eternal 
 

 

For artists like Hamilton and Dean an inherent challenge of their 
respective practices is to help us to see the familiar afresh, and in 
doing so, to reacquaint us with the strangeness, magic and wonder  
of the natural world. For Dean this is achieved through an intense 
engagement in medium and in notions of memory and history. In 
The Green Ray the artist transforms an archetypal image, the sun 
setting over a calm sea, by exploiting the time-based and narrative 
possibilities of film. We, the audience, fix intently on the horizon 
hoping to see a flash of colour, reliving the artist’s experience in  
real time. 

Hamilton brings an abstracting, transformative eye to her Luminous 
Icescapes and Tidal Resonance series: both the familiar and the 
unknown become mysterious, fascinating and exquisite. Hamilton 
achieves this sense of defamiliarisation – even disorientation – 
through her use of intense chromatic effects and by pushing at the 
boundaries of representation. Sea and ice become reflective or 
translucent coloured surfaces, gestural marks, textures and studies 
in tonal variation. In Tidal Resonance Hamilton’s framing technique 
prevents us from viewing the images as conventional seascapes. 
Rather, we focus on the materiality – if that word can be used for so 
mercurial a substance as seawater – of the ocean. Glassy sheets, veils 
of spray and churning, soapy froth construct their own metaphors 
before our eyes, the stable, horizontal composition of the photographs 
acting as a counterpoint to the dynamism of the waves. Sea and sky 
become abstract bands of texture and colour. 

Hamilton’s sea and icescapes are, then, simultaneously representational 
and non-representational, natural and constructed, and in this way 
she refers not only to Romanticism, in her wild and sublime landscapes, 
but also to nineteenth and twentieth century Modernisms. Despite the 
machine-aesthetic geometry of much early twentieth century 

abstract modernist art, its roots – and the roots of abstraction more 
generally – lie very much in the evocation of the natural world. 
Painters such as Claude Monet, Paul Cézanne, and George-Pierre 
Seurat sought to communicate the impression of colour, tone, and 
light in their paintings – often landscapes – rather than to produce 
illusionistic images. Viewing late impressionist and post-
impressionist paintings it is easy to see how the origins of full 
abstraction lay in Monet’s fogs of pure colour-tone, and in Cézanne’s 
sequences of flattened planes. While Modernism’s ‘painting of 
modern life’ and its later abstract turn may seem in sharp contrast  
to Romanticism’s retreat into a heroic past, the two are closer than 
one might expect. And just as the proto-impressionist, romantic 
Turner straddled these two worlds so too does Hamilton, her 
engagement in light, movement and flux allied to eternal themes. 

Early twentieth century abstraction maintained a connection not 
only to the pastoral, natural and elemental, but also to a persistent 
vein of mystical and spiritual thought. As Wassily Kandinsky and 
Franz Marc in their 1912 introduction to Der Blaue Reiter Almanach 
stridently declare: 

‘We are standing at the threshold of one of the greatest epochs 
mankind has ever experienced, the epoch of great spirituality […] 
Art, literature, even ‘exact’ science are in various stages of change  
in this ‘new’ era; they will be overcome by it.’ 9

Similarly, Kazimir Malevich’s pamphlet of 1920, Suprematism  
34 Drawings, provides an illustrated treatise through which  
the compositional and philosophical principles of his artistic 
constructions are explained. Malevich, in his somewhat cryptic 
prose, connects his non-objective art not only to technological 
advancement, but also to more mystical, elemental notions:  
cosmic harmony and synthesis with nature.

‘A metal bar is a fusion of all elements, like the earth, and carries 
within itself a life of perfections, so that every suprematist body 
constructed will be incorporated into a natural organisation and 
form a new satellite: all that is necessary is to discover the inter-
relationship between two bodies soaring in space. The earth and  
the moon.’ 10

A connection to the natural world is one of the most persistent 
continuities in the history of art, but in each era, with its attendant 
creative and philosophical movements and perspectives, the  
mode and meaning of this connection changes. Romanticism and 
Modernism are, in their contrasting ways, reactions to the energy, 
dynamism, chaos and destruction of Modernity. And both of these 
intellectual tendencies – the humanism and wonder of Romanticism, 
and the optimism and formal rigour of Modernism – continue to 

Tidal Resonance
 

 

The sky in the distance is a sheet of light grey-blue, fading subtly 
from a darker and more intense colour where it touches the water,  
to a lighter warmer hue as it ascends. Beneath this wash of sky the 
sea sparkles in bands of turquoise and cerulean then fades to relative 
calm, white and grey reflections and patches of a neutral orange-
pink that quieten the gorgeousness of the vivid hues at the horizon. 
In the foreground, a thick black line is crosshatched with white and 
blue: the swollen incoming wave cast into shadow by the sun’s low 
light. Curving up towards us, the sweeping lines of texture of the 
wave’s crest describe its alternating concave and convex surface,  
and cause us to anticipate a splash or crash of water that our logical 
minds know will never come.

In addition to representing the sea, Andrea Hamilton’s photographs 
in her Tidal Resonance series are, of necessity, also an exploration  
of light and – perhaps strangely for a static medium – of time and 
movement. Hamilton’s sea, whether illuminated in a translucent 
viridian-green, agitated to a soapy opaque lather of white, or 
sparkling in a tint of opalescent grey, is defined by its motion, its 
currents and tides and by the reflection of the ambient light, the  
sky and clouds that surround it. As Charles Trenet put it:

‘La mer, Qu’on voit danser, Le long des golfes clairs, A des reflets 
d’argent, Des reflets changeants, Sous la pluie.’ 
(‘The sea that we see dancing along the clear bay has silver 
shimmers, changing beneath the rain.’ 4)

Roland Barthes’ Camera Lucida (La Chambre claire) of 1981 
emphasises photography’s links to concepts of the moment and the 
encounter. Barthes’ text, steeped in grief at the death of his mother, 
is methodologically undermined by its inability to move beyond the 
author’s subjectivity, his longing to recapture and experience that 
which is lost. Nevertheless, Camera Lucida is revelatory in its 
evocation of the (quasi-mystical) power of the photographic image, 
its evanescence and immediacy, and its ability to evoke profound 
emotional responses:

‘I had identified truth and reality in a unique emotion, in which  
I henceforth placed the nature – the genius – of Photography.’ 5 

‘the Photograph […] is still mortal: like a living organism, it is born 
on the level of sprouting silver grains.’ 6 

Like Barthes’ ‘sprouting silver grains’ Hamilton is frequently drawn 
to subject matter that is fleeting, ephemeral, and in flux. In her  
Tidal Resonance series what resonates is the capture of a moment: 
the crest of a wave at the point of caving in on itself, the inexorable 
rolling movement of the sea stilled, its spray forever hanging, like 
finely netted lace suspended before the horizon. This freezing of  
a moment of animation unites the Luminous Icescapes and Tidal 
Resonance bodies of work as much as their aquatic and pelagic 
themes. But along with this engagement with the transitory, fugitive 
and protean, apparently antithetical notions of the infinite and 
archetypal also characterise Hamilton’s practice.

The ocean, whether calm or enraged, is a quintessential object  
of contemplation, forever changing but simultaneously eternal  
and demiurgic. In its mode of contemplation Hamilton’s practice 
mirrors the work of Tacita Dean, an artist whose arresting images, 
often employing natural themes, compel not through the literalness 
of their representation, but through their ability to embody ideas of 
encounter, history, time and memory in the natural forms she evokes. 

The recurrent motif of the sea has served in Dean’s work as a 
repository of narratives from which concepts of exploration  
and myth frequently emerge. In Dean’s 2001 film The Green Ray  
the artist’s spoken narration tells the story of the enigmatic 
phenomenon from which the piece takes its title:

‘When the sun sets into a clear crisp horizon, and when there is  
no land in front of you for a few hundred miles, and no distant 
moisture that could become – at the final moment – a back-lit cloud 
that obscures the opportunity, you stand a very good chance of 
seeing the green ray. The last ray of the dying sun to refract and  
bend behind the horizon is the green ray, which is just slower than 
the red or the yellow ray. Sailors see them more than the rest of us 
and they have come to signify, for some, the harbinger of great 
change or fortune in their lives.’ 7

The film’s unwavering focus on the horizon lends it a meditative 
quality: the yellow orb of the sun disappearing beyond the curvature 
of the earth’s surface as the planet spins its predetermined course. 
At the end, just as the sun descends beneath the horizon far out at sea, 
we see – or believe we do – the elusive green ray, a momentary flash. 

Sontag writes that through over-exposure we can become inured to 
naturally beautiful or spectacular phenomena ‘The image-surfeited 
are likely to find sunsets corny; they now look, alas, too much like 
photographs.’ 8 It is certainly true that excessive repetition risks 
depleting the power of an image: the impressionist paintings that 
were once rejected from the appalled Paris Salon are now printed 
onto coasters and chocolate boxes. And I have found my own 
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resonate today in a world that is transforming itself, particularly at 
the level of ecology, more quickly than ever.

Dreamlike, ghostly, haunting and beautiful, Hamilton’s Luminous 
Icescapes and Tidal Resonance series originate in lived experience,  
in the artist’s desire to communicate an impression, a feeling, an 
emotion of a land or seascape. By emphasizing chromatic and 
textural nuance Hamilton’s work allows space for interpretation, 
contemplation and metaphor: her close observation of light and 
surface, along with the crystalline colours she employs, lending her 
images a faceted complexity. Hamilton transports us to ambiguous 
landscapes of the mind, and while her photography is sometimes 
disorientating – like the fractured surfaces of the ice she documents – 
they are never alienating, possessing a humanistic warmth that belies 
their icy surfaces. The photographs of Luminous Icescapes and Tidal 
Resonance provide us with magical spaces of imagination and 
possibility. These carefully constructed, poised and composed 
images speak of the world we inhabit, its fragility, and its fleeting 
moments of transcendent beauty. In this, Hamilton’s work is 
distinctly contemporary, documenting a changing world in real  
time, but it simultaneously addresses a very human desire for the 
boundless, immutable and transcendent. In nature we look to  
the sublime and in it – when we are very lucky – we come across  
a new internal landscape of the mind, a glimpse at the eternal.

1 Susan Sontag, On photography. 1st edn. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,  
1971, p. 16.
2 Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgement. Trans. Meredith, J. 1st edn. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1928.
3 Susan Sontag, op. cit.m p.7.
4 Charles Trenet and Léo Chauliac, La Mer [Recording], 1946.
5 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida. Trans. Howard, R. 1st edn. New York: Hill  
and Wang, 1981, p.77.
6 Op. cit., p.93.
7 Tacita Dean, The Green Ray [Film], 2001.
8 Susan Suntag, op. cit., p. 85.
9 Wassily Kandinsky and Franz Marc, ‘Der Blaue Reiter Almanach’.  
In Alex Danchev, (ed.). 100 Artists’ Manifestos. London: Penguin Classics, 2011,  
pp. 35-36.
10 Kazimir Malevich, Suprematism, 34 Drawings. [Facsimile]. Trans. Lieven,  
A. Forest Row, East Sussex, England: Artists Bookworks, 1920, p. 1.

Life as a journey
 

 

Water has played a crucial role in the work of Andrea Hamilton, 
whether as a backdrop to the narrative or the main focus of her body 
of work. Perhaps water has even been the vehicle for her work, as 
the best way to consider the oeuvre of Andrea Hamilton is to think  
of it as voyage, an adventure story, a tale of obstacles, encounters and 
wonders. This journey is, of course, not yet at its end. Indeed, just 
the opposite.

One of the most famous and influential voyages in literature is 
Homer’s Odyssey. This epic poem opens in the middle of the story 
and the expedition is recounted in the in medias res (in the midst  
of things) narrative technique. Flashbacks, conveniently placed 
storytellers and other devices are used to fill in the gaps of earlier 
events. This literary and artistic technique has been employed by 
many novelists and artists such as William Faulkner, Virginia Woolf 
and Andy Warhol to name a few, and is a standard element of film noir.

Like the water for Hamilton, this story leads us to two different 
ideas or patterns around the body of work of this artist, these are, 
the creation of a project in medias res and the notion of voyage. I like 
to think of Andrea Hamilton’s modus operandi as akin to this form 
of narration, this way of creating a project, which directly recalls a 
human memory, a memory that collapses time, a memory understood 

as a non-linear narrative, a memory that condenses its spatial forms 
and its premonitory structures.1

Over the past two decades Hamilton has gathered together twenty 
years of analogue and digital imagery in several archives organised 
chronologically: an astonishing family album – worthy of mention 
and of another essay – merged with thousands of images of seascapes, 
land scenes and water works from around the world, from Alaska to 
South America, and from Iceland to Africa. This archive is full of 
document, but also abstraction, reality and metaphor and it certainly 
works as a creative turning point for the artist.

The second idea pointed out by Homer’s inspirational verse refers  
to the notion of journey. Having examined the artist’s archive on 
several occasions, what I glimpsed from the experience of looking  
at two decades of the artist’s life and recurrent trips between the  
UK and the US (among other escapades) is that her ethnographic 
approach to her subjects of interest, based on observation and desire 
to know, poses important questions full of curiosity about human 
influence on the natural world. In this regard, Andrea Hamilton could 
be described as a traveller, a sort of anthropologist understood as 
Joseph Kosuth described in his article ‘The Artist as Anthropologist’ 
in which he explained: 

‘For the artist, obtaining cultural fluency is a dialectical process 
which, simply put, consists of attempting to affect the culture  
while he (or she) is simultaneously learning from and seeking the 
acceptance of the same culture which is affecting him (or her).’ 2 

Ultimately, seeing is learning, and hence sharing.

THE APPRECIATION Of THE REAL
Laura Vallés

 Editor of Concreta art journal
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kind of pictorial energy. Luminous Icescapes opens up another 
pictorial possibility at the same time that emphasises the complex 
issue of climate change. 

There is a new growing ethical consciousness within the arts 
relating to a series of art practices that implies a greater receptivity 
for the environment we live in. Instead of bringing a dozen pieces  
of blue-tinged ice into the art space like Olafur Eliasson did in his 
immersive and criticized installation Your Waste of Time at MoMA 
PS1 in New York last year, Hamilton did not interfere with the 
habitat. On the contrary the artist depicted a sequence of crystalline 
structures, ‘the solitaire jewels of nature that we need to preserve  
in order to safeguard Arctic environment for the future.’ 7 

Tidal Resonance and Luminous Icescapes are a multi-layered palette 
of complex feelings and emotions. They range from mysterious, 
cautious, secretive and brave representations of the water and the 
ice, to empowered, serene, elegant or relieved depictions of waves 
and sparkles. Perhaps these bodies of work can be interpreted as a 
portrait of the artist, always fleeting, in continuous movement. At 
some level, this notion would follow the idea described by Sally Mann 
in which she assumed that ‘every image is in some way a “portrait”, 
not in the way that it would reproduce the traits of a person, but in 
that it pulls and draws (this is the semantic and etymological sense 
of the word), in that it extracts something, an intimacy, a force.’ 8  
In other words, these seascapes and icescapes metaphorically 
associated with poetry and ecology reveal the artist’s perception  
of her leitmotiv, the water, and ultimately her own impression 
capable of concealing hidden worlds. 

1 In One Way Street, Susan Sontag's introduction describes the role of memory, time  
and space in Benjamin’s writings and explains how the author could write about  
himself more directly when he started from memories. Walter Benjamin et al.,  
One Way Street, London: Verso Classics, 1997.
2 Joseph Kosuth, ‘The Artist as Anthropologist’ (1975), The Everyday: Documents of 
Contemporary Art, edited by Stephen Johnstone, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2008.
3 Cited in Royoux, Jean-Christophe, Cosmograms of the Present Tense,  
In Tacita Dean, Tacita Dean, London: Phaidon Press Limited, 2006, p. 89.
4 On March 8, 2014 a Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 went missing less than an hour after 
takeoff. The largest search and rescue effort in history is still failing to locate the plane. 
None of the photographed objects by various countries' satellites has been confirmed  
as belonging to the missing aircraft. A few months later it is still a mystery.
5 An interview with Agnes Martin by Chuck Smith and Sono Kuwayama at her  
studio in Taos in November 1997. See: http://vimeo.com/7127385, (last accessed on  
15 August 2014).
6 Sigmund Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents, trans. James Strachey, New York  
and London: Norton, 1961, pp. 11-21.
7 See Andrea Hamilton Online: http://www.andreahamilton.com/Luminous-
Icescapes-2013-14, (last accessed on 15 August 2014).
8 Cited in Joseph J. Tanke and Colin McQuillan, ‘Jean-Luc Nancy, The Image -  
the Distinct’, in The Bloomsbury Anthology of Aesthetics, Bloomsbury Academic,  
2012, p. 505.

Reveries of the timeless sea
 

 

‘You can’t date the sea. It’s timeless.’ 3  

On this particular occasion, Hamilton presents two bodies of 
water-based work. The first one is called Tidal Resonance and is 
metaphorically compared by the artist to a very short form of 
Japanese poetry called ‘haiku’ – previously called ‘hokku’ –, a 
seventeen-syllable poem often represented by the juxtaposition of 
two described images or ideas and a cutting word between them. 
The second one is Luminous Icescapes and it is composed by a series 
of photographs presented as a sequence of precious gemstones. 

The rough sea,
Extending toward Sado Isle,
The Milky Way.

In 1689 the author of this poem, Matsue Bashō, one of the most 
renowned writers in the Japanese Edo period, started a long (and 
also ethnographic) trip full of inquisitiveness to the Pacific coast  
in which he ended up admiring the scenic beauty of Mutsushima 
and the island of Sado, and writing one of his most celebrated  
short pieces. In Western society J. D. Salinger, whose verses were 
published in 1953 by The New Yorker magazine, popularized haiku 
poems. Nowadays, even The New York Times shares this 
serendipitous poetry. 

The strong presence of the sea in Japanese culture, especially in the 
haiku poems of Bashō, appealed to Andrea Hamilton who developed 
a series of seascapes in Florida, following the echoes of these lines  
and their power to evoke images, provoke impressions, memories or 
traces in the spectator’s minds. The cultural importance which the sea 
has had in our history – both in Western and Non-western societies 
– and in our imagination, covers a wide spectrum of possibilities. The 
ocean is the territory of the sublime, the mysterious and the unknown. 
And, judging by recent events, this remains true even after the 
appearance of satellite geo-positioning devices and the broadening 
of the imagination through literature and art. 4

Japanese tradition and landscape have also inspired other creators 
such as, for instance, English artist Hamish Fulton or Canadian-
American painter Agnes Martin. Fulton’s artistic practice starts by 
making an actual delineated walk in a particular location and then 
by producing artworks that refer to it. For Fulton this experience  

of the landscape is about engagement, where the rhythm of the  
walk meets the land. It could be considered as a form of meditation 
transformed into art. His photographs with text don’t document  
an action or an encounter the way photography documented early 
Performance and Body Art from the 1960s and 1970s, or the way 
photography was used to record Land Art or Earthworks such as 
Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty (1970) or Richard Long’s A Line Made 
by Walking (1967); on the contrary his photo-texts invite the viewer 
to surpass the document, suggesting an idea of the felt incident.  
The walking artist provides basic information on the duration, 
location and conditions of these walks to Haiku-like passages from 
his diaries. 

On the other hand, Agnes Martin’s paintings, akin to Andrea 
Hamilton’s photographs in this idea of interpreting the poems 
delicately and visually, are intimate abstract representations of  
‘what is known forever in the mind’ and not ‘about what is seen.’ 5 
Even though she considered herself an abstract expressionist,  
her style was eventually defined by an emphasis upon lines,  
grids and fields of pale washed colours. For this reason – apart  
from the obvious lack of figurative references in her paintings – 
Martin’s oeuvre was hung in several exhibitions along with other 
works by minimal artists such as Sol LeWitt or Donald Judd.  
This idea of writing without letters, or writing with colour and  
form, can be observed in canvases such as Untitled (1959) or 
Gratitude (2011). 

This mode of submerged haiku-esque narrative operates as well  
in Andrea Hamilton’s Tidal Resonance, composed of a series of 
photographs shot in Vero Beach that depict the movements of water 
and waves. These photographs of the ocean cannot help but suggest 
Sigmund Freud’s oceanic feeling of limitlessness, the sensation of an 
indissoluble bond, as of being connected with the external world in 
its integral form. 6 

The immensity of the sea is framed in these pages, some of them 
intimate and quietly represented, and some others furious and 
blurred; some of them full of colours, some others with a pale washed 
tone. The horizon plays the role of the haiku’s cutting word between 
two images; occasionally depicted closer to the Great Wave Off  
of Kanagawa, intermittently akin to a Sugimoto’s time-lapse. The 
horizon divides, breaks and cracks the scene in two with a delimited 
line, as if it were the stripe made by Fulton in one of his maps, or the 
bar painted by Martin in one of her canvases. Yet, more than once 
this line disappears and a feeling of loss prevails due to the lack  
of reference. 

In the second body of work developed in Iceland and Alaska, 
Hamilton depicts a different scene of tension, which has its own 
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